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CANBERRA: Seven-time champions the Crusaders beat
the Hurricanes 35-18 in Super Rugby yesterday, keeping
their slim playoffs hope alive and forcing the top-ranked
Hurricanes to sweat for another week on the prospect of a
home playoff in New Zealand. All Blacks star Dan Carter
returned to flyhalf and to form, kicking six goals from sev-
en attempts for 15 points. After playing recently at inside
center, Carter returned to his favored flyhalf role to pro-
duce his season’s best performance while the Hurricanes
produced their worst, losing for only the second time in
14 games.

Yesterday’s win improved the Crusaders’ record to 7-7
and means they can’t yet be counted out of playoffs con-

tention, though they at least have to beat the Blues and
ACT Brumbies over the next two weeks to avoid missing
the post-season for the first time since 2001. The
Hurricanes need a point from their remaining regular sea-
son matches against the Highlanders and Chiefs to clinch
first place and home advantage through the playoffs as
they pursue their first-ever Super Rugby title.

Carter took advantage of a one-sided penalty count in
the first half to kick three penalties and the conversion of
a 25th-minute try to scrumhalf Mitchell Drummond as the
Crusaders opened an early 16-3 lead. But Carter also
missed touch and missed a tackle as the Hurricanes cut
the lead to 16-8 with a 33rd-minute try to hooker Dane

Coles. The Hurricanes scored again, through flanker Ardie
Savea, in the opening minute of the second half to close
within a point of the Crusaders, but their game disinte-
grated from then on and they could make no further
inroads against the Crusaders’ defense. “We’ve obviously
been a bit disappointing up until now but coming up
against the top team, the team that’s set the pace all year,
we really wanted to dig deep and I thought the boys did
that,” Crusaders captain Richie McCaw said. “We had to
absorb a bit of pressure in the first half but I think that last
five minutes on defense was the bit that’s been lacking all
year and I’m proud of the way the boys held them out at
the end.”—AP

Crusaders pound Hurricanes in Super Rugby

CANBERRA: The ACT Brumbies returned to the top of the Australian
conference and dented the Northern Bulls play-off hopes with a 22-
16 Super Rugby win in Canberra yesterday. Winger Henry Speight
scored two of the Brumbies’ three tries but the Bulls still had a win-
ning chance in the final minutes only to take wrong attacking
options. The Brumbies leapfrogged the NSW Waratahs to the top of
the Australian conference ahead of the defending champions’
match against the Golden Lions in Johannesburg on Saturday. The
loss left the Pretoria-based Bulls five points outside the Super Rugby
play-off positions with just two games left and they are still without
a win in Australasia for over three years. The Brumbies, whose last
loss at home to the Bulls was in 2007, led 22-9 after Speight’s second
try in the 58th minute and they looked headed for a comfortable
win.

But the Bulls fought back with a try to Pieter Labuschagne off the
back of a rolling maul in the 67th minute to trail by six points. The
Brumbies were under pressure to hold on but the Bulls let them-
selves down by taking some poor attacking options in the final

stages. Replacement lock Jordan Smiler scored the Brumbies’ open-
ing try in the 30th minute after a bad defensive read by Bulls centre
Burger Odendaal for the Brumbies to lead 8-6 at half-time. Speight
beat off tackles by Handre Pollard and Odendaal to score his first try
six minutes after the resumption and was over again after brushing
off a weak effort from JJ Englebrecht close to the Bulls try-line.

Labuschagne kept the Bulls in it with his foraging try with Pollard
finishing with three penalty goals and a conversion from five
attempts. “We got the job done, it was a bit close at the end, but we
needed that win at this stage of the season and we did that,”
Brumbies skipper Stephen Moore said. “It was a very stop-start
game and maybe we were a bit rusty after last week’s bye, so we
need to do better next week against the Western Force in Perth.”
Bulls captain Pierre Spies said his side had made too many mistakes.
“It was a battle, you have to give credit to the Brumbies, but I think
we made too many mistakes and we could have converted on those
things,” Spies said. “We will have to look at that for next week’s
game against the Rebels in Melbourne.”— AFP    

Hartley out of
England WCup 
training squad

LEEDS: Dylan Hartley’s hopes of playing in the World Cup were
all but ended after England ran out of patience with the volatile
hooker following his latest disciplinary problem and dropped
him from their training squad yesterday. The 29-year-old Hartley-
capped 66 times-was banned for four weeks on Wednesday after
pleading guilty to headbutting Saracens’ Jamie George during
the second half of club side Northampton’s Premiership 29-24
semi-final defeat last weekend. 

George has now replaced Hartley in World Cup hosts
England’s squad. Earlier this month, England coach Stuart
Lancaster said Manu Tuilagi would not feature during the World
Cup after the Red Rose centre was banned following his admis-
sion that he’d assaulted a pair of female police officers. New
Zealand-born Hartley-who has now accrued 54 weeks in total of
bans during his career-will miss England’s three World Cup
warm-up games and the tournament opener against Fiji at
Twickenham on September 18.

Given the specialist nature of his position, Lancaster said he
had no choice but to ditch Hartley, although there remains the
possibility he could yet be called up as an injury replacement.
“We are obviously very disappointed with the situation that
Dylan has put himself in and where that leaves us as a squad,”
said Lancaster in a Rugby Football Union statement. “I have spo-
ken to him and he knows he has let himself and everyone down.
“If we selected him in the World Cup squad he would have
played no competitive rugby at all and we would be left exposed
with only two available hookers in what is a specialized position
going into the Fiji game,” Lancaster added.

‘Massively exposed’
“All it would take is one injury (that is not tournament ending)

during the week of the Fiji game and we would only have one fit
hooker in the squad for our crucial opening game and this would
leave us massively exposed. “In addition, the regulations also
clearly state that in our World Cup Squad we must have sufficient
cover that is suitably trained and experienced in the front row in
case of injury.  “This is clearly not the case if we begin the tourna-
ment with a suspended hooker and as such we have been left
with no choice but to replace him. “It also goes without saying
that we need all our players to be able to control their discipline
and make good decisions under pressure, the World Cup will
clearly require this, and Dylan has not clearly displayed this in this
latest incident.  “This is an area that he still needs to address.
“Dylan will be replaced by Jamie George in the World Cup squad
and will not be considered until the suspension is served.”

‘I am devastated’
Hartley added: “I am devastated with what has happened and

the position I have put myself and the England team in.  “I would
like to apologies to Jamie, Stuart, and my team-mates both at
Saints as well as England. What happened is not acceptable and I
understand why this decision has been made.” Hartley had been
vying with Leicester’s Tom Youngs to be England’s first-choice
hooker. His latest ban adds to a chequered disciplinary record
that has seen Hartley suspended for swearing at referee Wayne
Barnes, an incident that scuppered his hopes of playing on the
2013 British an Irish Lions tour of Australia, as well as a series of
biting, eye-gouging, punching and elbowing offences.  England
did stand by Hartley during the Six Nations after his three-week
ban for elbowing Leicester’s Matt Smith but it appears he has
now used up his last chance with Lancaster.—AFP 

Brumbies down Bulls 

CANBERRA: Handre Pollard (center) of the Northern Bulls is tackled by Robbie Coleman (right) and Christian Lealiifano (bottom
center) of ACT Brumbies during the Super 15 rugby match between the ACT Brumbies and the Northern Bulls in Canberra yes-
terday. — AFP 


